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FLEXIBLE ATLANTA GA
RETAIL LOGISTICS,
FULFILLMENT, &
DISTRIBUTION
What We Bring to the Table
• 260,000 Sq. Ft Warehousing &
Distribution Center
• In-House Fleet for Final Mile
Pickup & Delivery
• Professional Warehouse &
Project Management Staff to
Oversee Your Project
• Technology Driven Inventory
Management
• Infrastructure (Racks, Forklifts,
Staff) Provided
Our Philosophy
Each project is unique with very specific
goals and measures; you can expect the
exact same from our approach. Whether
your project is large or small, new or
refreshed, MyPorter has a service or
solution for you. We execute projects with
quality and integrity – on time and on
budget.

Codee Burton
O: 404.574.4641
C: 678.910.1842
E: commercial@myporter.com
W: www.myportercommercial.com

CORE OFFERINGS:

Data Points to Include (possibly Bullets – Standard to all Brochures):
Big Idea / Title: Commercial Warehousing, Moving & Logistics Services

Flexible Terms and Speed to Contract

What We Bring to the Table: 260,000 Sq. Feet of Industrial Warehousing Space within 20-25 minutes of
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long-term program to help you complete your fulfillment

Selling Point: Each project is unique with very specific goals and measures; you can expect the exact
distribution, and storage projects.
same from our approach. Whether your project is large or small, new or refreshed, MyPorter has a
service or solution for you. We execute projects with quality and integrity – on time and on budget.

Turn-Key Atlanta Retail Logistics Solutions
MyPorter is far from just dead storage. All of the
Office Installation and Renovation (F&E)
following are available (a la carte) for your needs:
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is notControl
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making the
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and
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 Pick, Pack, Ship
 Shipping / Receiving of Palletized or Floor-Loaded
containers in Atlanta
 Atlanta Cross-Docking
 Atlanta Satellite Fulfillment & Distribution
 Atlanta Capacity Augmentation
Core Offerings:

eCommerce and Order Fulfillment Warehouse
Services for Retail in Atlanta GA
Execute your brand promise to your customers by
allowing MyPorter to handle orders and Atlanta
fulfillment services. We can offer same-day and next day
shipping as well as pick, pack, and shipping services.
Kitting, bundling, and labeling are also available
depending on your needs.
Seasonal Atlanta Retail Distribution Projects
We get it, you're running 95% capacity all year and busy
season is right around the corner. You need a partner
who is capable of more than just inventory overflow
storage, you need a full Atlanta logistics partner. We can
offer project-based and on-going proposal options.

C O M M E R C I A L

CASE IN POINT

eCommerce Furniture Retailer Uses MyPorter for East Coast Fulfillment and Distribution in
Atlanta

The Challenge
A eCommerce furniture retailer with a Los Angeles-only distribution and fulfillment center wanted
to establish an East Coast hub to reduce shipping costs and time to customer. They needed an
Atlanta logistics partner with the ability to receive floor-loaded containers from Vietnam shipped in
through the Port of Savannah, distribute the product as needed, and fulfill daily orders to be
shipped to individual customers via UPS from MyPorter Atlanta Retail Distribution center.
How we Helped
MyPorter established clear, a-la-carte pricing for the various services required. The client received a
flat rate charge per container for off-loading and palletizing the product in from overseas, monthly
storage charges that flexed up and down based on product in the building each month, and a flat
rate per order that was submitted by a certain time deadline each day. We quoted pricing for both
same-day and next-day shipping that allowed the client to offer varying levels of service to their
end customer.
Results
The client was thrilled with the optionality provided by MyPorter's Atlanta retail fulfillment and
distribution services. They cut average delivery times to their East Coast customers by 2 days and
saved 30% on delivery costs, leading to higher customer satisfaction from their end customers. In
addition, the CEO praised the team for allowing him to focus on selling and growing the business
vs. monitoring the daily execution of their fulfillment and distribution logistics.

"These guys took care of the dirty work so I
could spend my time growing and selling
instead of worrying about execution.
They've been a god send."
CEO - eCommerce Furniture Retailer

To find out more, contact:
commercial@myporter.com | 404.574.4641

